


In 2013, Keith became partners with Henry at RedPlate.  
Together, they build some of  the smoothest, touch 
responsive amps on the market today.  Everything is hand 
built.  No circuit boards, no dipped solder joints.  Every 
amp is wired, assembled, tested, packed and shipped by 
hand from our shop in Phoenix, Arizona.  As RedPlate 
enters its 11th year, we are more excited than ever to 
share our love of  guitar tones with players around the 
world.

 
RedPlate Amps is born from the love of quality tones 

RedPlate Amps was named by founder, Henry Heistand, for a common 
term used to describe tube plates glowing red.  The name seemed 
appropriate as over the years musicians have often commented that 
the best sound an amplifier could produce involved output tubes 
running on the edge of  thermal meltdown.  RedPlates are not biased 
red-hot, they just sound like they are.  Henry started tinkering with 
amps when he made his first build in 1969.  As his skills grew, so did 
his need to challenge himself.  After years on the road playing guitar, 
life lead Henry to start RedPlate in 2006.

In 2008, Keith Entringer joined Henry at RedPlate.  A guitar player 
since childhood, Keith also performed musical repairs and worked in 
electronics for many years.  



 
and a ferocious desire to innovate, reinvent and inspire. 

Redplate’s concept started out for convenience.  Guitar in one hand, 
amp in the other and off  to the jam you go. As a bonus, the amp fit 
behind the front seat!  

One of  the first builds completed by RedPlate was for “Mighty” Mike 
Schermer who commented that gigging in San Francisco could mean 
parking 17 blocks from the club, so loading in all in one trip is highly 
desirable.  This meant the amp must be small, but powerful.  A lot of  
trial and error went into the process. Although a challenge, we feel 
limited space can be an asset and contribute to the harmonics and 
sustain from allowing a slight amount of  placement passive positive 
feedback.  

As the company grew and the original concept evolved, we started 
to build amps in larger chassis to accommodate the features artists 
requested.  RedPlate has never strayed from the original small amp 
idea of  the harmonics and sustain that can be a great by-product of  
a small space.

RedPlate amps really do sing!

We encourage you to visit us online 
to view our models in depth, listen 

to videos and link to our social 
media feeds.

We look forward to having you join 
our RedPlate Family!

    
   www.RedPlateAmps.com 

http://www.redplateamps.com
http://www.redplateamps.com


TweedyVerb+, The Original RedPlate
At just 17” tall and 8-1/2” deep, the TweedyVerb+ combo is a giant killer and really helped to put RedPlate on 

the  map.  Based on a tweed style preamp, the TV+ has no master volume or effects loop, just raw power.
With it’s huge, enveloping sound, it can keep up with any drummer.  

Truly a grab and go amp.

• 40 watts of  6L6 all tube hand wired power 
• Fixed bias with external test point and adjustment
• Hi/Lo power switch (40 watts / 17 watts)            
• All tube reverb with decay control
• 3 position bright switch
• Tone knob can be turned off  to defeat the tone stack for boost 
• Reverb can be turned off  
• Presence can be defeated 
• 6 position mode switch for midrange character 
• 2 button footswitch included for tweed and boost

http://www.redplateamps.com/tweedyverb.html


BlackLoop, Clean with the Right Amount of Mean
The BlackLoop, like the TV+, is in a compact combo cabinet of  17” tall and 8-1/2” deep, but packs a punch 

with  an all tube, hand wired, 40 watt amp based on a “cleaner” blackface type of  preamp.  

From Clean to Mean . . . 
The BlackLoop is one of  the best, small, cover-it-all, gigging amps on the planet.

• 40 watts of  6L6 all tube hand wired power 
• Fixed bias with external test point and adjustment
• Hi/Lo power switch (40 watts / 17 watts) 
• Tube buffered effects loop with active master volume 
• 3 position bright switch
• Bass control turns off  to bypass the tone stack 
• Presence can be defeated 
• 6 positon mode switch for midrange:  funk (less mids), normal (standard mids), fat (thick mids) 
• 3 button footswitch included for mid, drive and boost 

http://www.redplateamps.com/blackloop.html


BluesMachine, a 50 Watt Powerhouse
50 watts of  power with reverb, an effects loop and master volume, that is a blues or blues-rock player’s dream. 
Housed in a bigger chassis than the TweedyVerb+, we take the TV+ tweed platform and extend it to have not 

only the same clean channel and reverb, but add an overdrive channel that derives from the clean channel 
cascading into it. In addition, we add a tube buffered effects loop. Thick, juicy tones drip from . . . 

An amp that is all about a player’s touch and pick attack.
• 50 watts of  6L6 all tube hand wired power
• Fixed bias / Cathode bias switch (external test point and adjustment)
• Hi/Lo Power switch (50 watts / 18 watts)
• Tube buffered effects loop with active master volume
• All tube reverb circuit, reverb can be turned off
• 3 position bright switch
• Tone knob can be turned off  to defeat the tone stack for boost
• Pull pots on Drive and Level allow for mid shift and high end smoothing in drive channel
• Presence can be defeated 
• 6 position mode switch for midrange character
• Humbucker switch for setting low mid/bass gain in the input stage for different pickup types
• Smooth switch for slight compression
• 3 button footswitch included for tweed, drive and boost

http://www.redplateamps.com/bluesmachine.html


BlackVerb, Swiss Army Knife of Amps
The BlackVerb has been and always will be one of  our bestselling amplifiers and continues to be one of  the best 
amps for covering most any style of  guitar playing.  Lean, fat, clean, mean – it does it all with finesse and poise.  
Like its little brother, the Blackloop, the BlackVerb is based on a blackface style clean preamp that cascades into 

the drive channel; but adds a lush, tube reverb and a more robust power section in a slightly larger chassis.  

An amp to cover all bases: jazz, funk, country, pop, and rock.
• 50 watts of  6L6 all tube hand wired power
• Fixed bias / Cathode bias switch (external test point and adjustment)
• Hi/Lo Power switch (50 watts / 18 watts)
• Tube buffered effects loop with active master volume
• All tube reverb circuit, reverb can be turned off
• 3 position bright switch
• Bass control turns off  to bypass the tone stack
• Presence can be defeated
• 6 position mode switch for midrange - funk (less mids), normal (standard mids), fat (thick mids)
• Humbucker switch for setting low mid/bass gain in the input stage for different pickup types
• Smooth switch for slight compression
• 3 button footswitch included for mid, drive and boost

http://www.redplateamps.com/blackverb.html


http://www.redplateamps.com/artists.html


http://www.redplateamps.com/artists.html


BluesLine, Tweed Inspired Innovation
The Bluesline is the culmination of  the past 10 years of  building RedPlates.  Taking all the aspects we love, 
and adding in an EL34 power section, we feel we have created a truly versatile and inspiring amp to play.  

With the sweet midrange character of  the EL34s, we made a clean channel that is based on our version of  
a tweed style preamp with a drive channel that is completely separate from the clean, with its own full EQ.   

  A true two channel amplifier that impresses!
• 50 watts of  EL34 all tube hand wired power
• Fixed bias with external test point and adjustment
• Hi/Lo Power switch (50 watts / 18 watts)
• Tube buffered effects loop with active master volume
• 3 position bright switch
• Full tone stack for the drive channel
• Presence can be defeated 
• 6 position mode switch for midrange character
• Dual humbucker switches for clean and drive channels
• Adjustable boost for drive channel, fixed boost for clean
• Mid-boost switch
• 3 button footswitch included for mid, drive and boost

http://www.redplateamps.com/bluesline.html


BlackLine, Blackface Cleans with Singing Overdrive
For blackface lovers, we introduce the Blackline which has a clean channel based on the blackface preamps 

of  the past.  The Blackline has a power section of  50 watts that has the sweet midrange character of  
EL34 tubes.  As a true two channel amplifier that has seperate EQ sections for both the clean and drive 

channels, you are up and running with some of  the sweetest, smoothest, touch sensitive tones.  

Tones that fusion & rock players alike will love. 
• 50 watts of  EL34 all tube hand wired power
• Fixed bias with external test point and adjustment
• Hi/Lo Power switch (50 watts / 18 watts)
• Tube buffered effects loop with active master volume
• Pull bright switch on clean volume
• Full tone stack for the drive channel
• Presence can be defeated 
• 3 position mode switch for midrange character
• Dual humbucker switches for clean and drive channels
• Adjustable boost for drive channel, fixed boost for clean
• Mid-boost switch
• 3 button footswitch included for mid, drive and boost

http://www.redplateamps.com/blackline.html


Astrodust, a Nearly Endless Tonal Palette
Over the 10 years of  Redplate building the finest all tube, hand wired amps, we have had quite a few models 
in our “Dust” series.  The Astrodust became the most popular of  the four models because of  its 50 watts of  

power coupled with a tube reverb.  Housed in our largest, 19” wide chassis, the Astrodust has a tweed voiced 
preamp with two different overdrive channels along with a tube buffered loop paired with the aforementioned 

reverb.  All three of  the channels in the Astrodust cascade into one another for some incredibly diverse 
sounds, similar to stacking overdrive pedals.  

The sound of  stacking tube overdrive channels has to be heard & felt to be believed.

• 50 watts of  6L6 all tube hand wired power
• Fixed bias with external test point and adjustment
• Hi/Lo Power switch (50 watts / 18 watts)
• Tube buffered effects loop with active master volume
• All tube reverb circuit, reverb can be turned off
• 3 position bright switch
• Drive #2 has its own tone stack for more tonal variations
• Humbucker switch for setting low mid/bass gain in the input stage for different pickup types
• Pull pots on Drive and Level of  Drive #1 allow for mid shift and high end smoothing

• Presence can be defeated
• 6 position mode switch for midrange character
• Smooth switch for two degrees of compression
• Tone knob can be turned off  to defeat the tone stack for boost
• 4 button footswitch included for drive #1, drive #2, tweed and boost

http://www.redplateamps.com/astrodustduo.html


Magica, American Clean Meets English Power
The Magica is truly an inspirational amp for those players who love to explore American clean sounds of  

the past and English rock sounds from any decade.  Based on a 50 watt, EL34 power section, the Magica 
can really do a plethora of  clean to very dirty / distorted tones.  The clean channel and the drive channels 
are completely separate with their own full set of  tone controls allowing the player to go from pristine clean 

to slight break-up then up to full blown gain.  With most Redplate models going from American cleans to 
boutique American, touch sensitive drive, the Magica is in a league of  its own providing American style cleans 
but very English sounding crunch and hot-rodded overdrive that is also very touch sensitive in a completely 

“English sounding” way.  Especially for rock, country and blues-rock players, the Magica . . .   

May be the last amp you will ever need.

• 50 watts of  EL34 all tube hand wired power
• Fixed bias with external test point and adjustment
• Hi/Lo Power switch (50 watts / 18 watts)
• Tube buffered effects loop with active master volume
• Pull bright switch on clean volume
• 3 position mode switch for midrange character on clean
• Depth control for fine tuning the low-end response to the cabinet
• Switch to change gain character of  lead channels (upper mid / lower mid push)

• Presence can be defeated
• Dual humbucker switches for clean and drive channels
• Full tone stack for both the clean and drive channels
• 3 button footswitch included for lead, drive #2 and boost

http://www.redplateamps.com/magica.html


RPHD100 Overdrive Classic, a brilliant “D-Style” Amp
There is a certain “HD” that made some of  the greatest (and most expensive) amps of  all time.  Players 
around the globe have always tried to find that elusive tone that is both clean and dirty at the same time.  

Notes that seem to bloom and create not just a single fundamental tone, but a halo of  harmonics that 
“dance” around the note and create a guitar tone that sings.  The HD100 is the culmination of  all those  

 great, inspirational “HD” ideas in one amp.   
 Built on the foundation of  a 4-6L6 power section, the HD100 has power, muscle and finesse. 

• 100 watts of  6L6 all tube hand wired power
• Fixed bias with external test point and adjustment
• Hi/Lo Power switch (100 watts / 50 watts)
• Tube buffered effects loop with active master volume
• Bright switch
• Mid switch
• Rock / Jazz switch (works like a deep switch)
• FET boost that is fully adjustable and footswitchable
• Trigger control for adjustable gain amount
• Cascading channels based on a blackface style preamp
• 4 button footswitch included for mid boost, FET, drive and boost

http://www.redplateamps.com/rphd100.html


Matching Custom Cabinets for Your RedPlate Amp

Home Studio of doug BoSSi

RedPlate has always built cabinets from pine.  We realize, as did 
some of  the great amp manufacturers who came before us, that pine 
cabinets have a sweet sound all their own that enhances the voice of  
the amp and speaker. Pine lets your tone breathe.  Even speakers 
that you may think have a certain sound take on a completely different 
character when mounted in a pine cabinet.  Because of  our open back 
design on both combos and separate speaker cabinets, the pine adds 
to the three-dimensional tonality of  our amps and can create a room 
enveloping sound lessening ear fatigue.  

We have standard and wide combo cabinets, 1x12 and 2x12 cabinets 
custom made to the client’s specifications.  Combos or separate head 
and speaker cabinets are available for all of  our amp models and
all are made out of  the softer, lighter, more musical wood of  pine.



http://www.redplateamps.com

